
Need more information? 
Visit our exclusive  
broker portal.
Get the latest on available 
solutions, commission programs, 
carrier partners, exclusive 
presentation content and more.

be.alight.com/brokers

When you partner with Alight, you can count on:

 — Timely implementations, operational excellence, customer care  
and precision in delivery

 — Industry-leading security protocols and maximum monitoring  
to safeguard client data

 — A trusted partner that knows the importance of serving your clients.  
Our experience and employee tenure is unmatched, meaning we can  
implement your client’s healthcare plans and strategies, no matter  
how simple or complex

 — A comprehensive suite of solutions designed to grow with your clients,  
whether they have 500 or hundreds of thousands of employees

Count on our 25 years of experience with 
organizations of all sizes

Alight is an independent partner, 
dedicated to your success

Our expertise,  
your relationships:  
Proven integrated  
solutions for 
your clients



Your clients can start anywhere and go everywhere  
with our comprehensive suite of solutions

Benefits Administration
Manage health and wealth 
benefits accurately and 
efficiently all year long

UPoint Employer Portal
Give your leaders analytics 
and insights to make effective 
strategic decisions

Cloud ERP deployment,  
AMS and administration
Integrate, optimize and support 
Cloud HR, payroll and finance 
systems

Financial Wellbeing Solutions
Help your people save, invest 
and plan smarter for retirement

Alight Partner Network
Seamlessly integrate a range 
of vetted health, wealth and 
career solutions to enhance 
your existing benefits strategy

Compass Healthcare 
Navigation Solutions™
Help your people make simpler, 
smarter healthcare decisions 
that improve care and reduce 
costs – guaranteed

Personalized Communications
Capture your people’s attention 
at the right time with solutions 
that are personalized to your 
culture and brand

Dependent Verification 
Services (DVS)
Find significant plan savings 
by ensuring you’re only covering 
eligible dependents

Your Total Rewards
Better promote the value of 
your total benefits package

Alight Smart-Choice 
Accounts™
Make it easy for your people 
to save and pay for qualified 
healthcare, child care, 
transportation and 
education costs

Compliance
Simplify meeting Form 5500, 
QDRO, QMCSO and POA 
regulatory requirements


